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ROMANIA: REINING IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT SPENDING 
 
 
 
 

Summary  In response to the current fiscal crisis, the Government of Romania has amended 
the law governing local government finance. The amendments are largely aimed at restraining 
local government staffing and curtailing arrears. They require somewhat onerous administrative 
measures. While the new approach should be given a chance to work, the Government may wish 
to consider less intrusive approaches over the long term. 
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 This report is based on a series of consultations with the Government of Romania 
between January and December  2010. The report was prepared by William Dillinger (Task 
Manager), with the assistance of Catalin Pauna (World Bank) and Florian Neagu (National Bank 
of Romania). The peer reviewers were Kai Kaiser and David Rosenblatt.  The report benefitted 
from the assistance of a range of Romanian counterparts, including  staff of the Ministry of 
Administration and Internal Affairs and the Ministry of Public Finance. The report also 
benefitted from the IMF’s recent report Romania: Further Strengthening General Government 
Fiscal Discipline and the Fund’s comments on earlier drafts of this report. 

 The primary aim of this task has been to influence legislation. Task outputs have 
therefore taken the form of policy discussions with counterparts and comments on proposed 
legislation, in coordination with other donors. The purpose of this document is to present the 
analytical underpinnings of these efforts, indicate the status of current reform efforts, and 
provide the Government with proposals for longer term reforms.  
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ROMANIA: REINING IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT SPENDING 
 

 

Background 
  

1. Subnational Governments play an important role in the Romanian public sector. In 2009, 
subnational spending was equivalent to 8.5 percent of GDP. Although about one-third of this is 
devoted to education--a function over which subnational governments have little policy 
discretion--subnational governments play a key role in the provision of local infrastructure, 
public transport and public utilities.   

2. Romania has frequently adjusted its system for financing subnational government over 
the last decade. These changes reflect ongoing Government concerns over the performance of 
local governments as well as attempts to increase the transparency and stability of the 
intergovernmental fiscal relationship. The most recent reform proposals reflect a more immediate 
concern: the government deficit. In an effort to meet aggregate targets for cuts in spending, the 
Government has been debating measures to reduce the local wage bill, cut transfers to local 
governments, and restrain local arrears. The principal objective of this technical assistance has 
been to advise the Government on the design and implementation of such efforts, and to suggest 
directions for longer-term structural reforms. 

3. Structure Romania has a two-tier structure of local government. The national 
territory is divided into 41 counties (judets) and the city of Bucharest. These are then divided 
into various categories of second-tier local governments, hereafter referred to as localities. As of 
2008, there were 3,179 such jurisdictions, consisting of 2,855 communes, 216 towns, 102 cities, 
and six Bucharest districts. Both counties and localities have elected councils and directly elected 
mayors/presidents.1

                                                            
1 Romania’s Constitution provides for a “public administration in territorial-administrative units based on the 
principles of local autonomy and decentralization of public services” (Art. 119).  Under Articles 120-122, as 
amended, it provides for: (i) directly elected local and county councils as deliberative authorities; (ii) directly elected 
local mayors and county council presidents as executive authorities; and (iii) centrally appointed prefects as 
coordinators for deconcentrated central agencies and supervisors for local self-government acts in each County. 
Local authorities’ organization, functioning, rights and responsibilities are specified in Law 215/2001 on “Local 
Public Administration” (as amended by Law 286/2006 and subsequent legislation); the Framework Law 195/2006 
on Decentralization; Law 188 on the Statute of Civil Servants (amended and supplemented by Law 251/2006); and 
Law 340/2004 on the role of prefects. Intergovernmental fiscal relations are regulated by Law 273/2006 on Local 
Public Finance, as amended, while Title IX of the Romanian Tax Code (Law 571/2003 and amendments) specifies 
local taxes and fees. Law 500/2002 on Public Finance and Law 158/2005 on the Local Borrowing Authorization 
Commission regulate local government budgeting, auditing and debt management. Law 326/2001 regulates 
municipal public services (including off-budget local utility providers). Law 213/1998 on regulates local 
government property ownership. 
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4. Functions The budgets of subnational governments are dominated by spending on 
education. As shown in Figure 1, education accounted for 30 percent of subnational expenditure 
in 2009. But the role of subnational governments in education is limited. Localities act as 
paymasters for the Ministry of Education, distributing teachers’ salaries on its behalf. These 
payments are financed from earmarked grants. Localities have no control over staffing numbers 
or wage levels in the education sector.  They are, however, responsible for operating and 
maintaining school buildings, a function which they finance from discretionary revenues. In 
much the same respect, localities act as agents of centrally-financed social assistance programs, 
such as the guaranteed minimum income.    

5. The functions over which 
subnational governments exert 
some management control instead 
consist, first, of public utilities: 
water, sewerage, district heating, 
solid waste management, and in 
larger jurisdictions, public 
transportation. These services are 
typically organized as public 
enterprises and are financed in part 
from tariffs. As a result, their 
claims on the discretionary budgets 
of subnational governments are 
limited. The majority of 
subnational discretionary spending 

is devoted to community infrastructure, street maintenance, cultural and the aforementioned roles 
in the operation of school buildings and social assistance programs, as shown in Figure 1. 

6. Revenues The 
assignment of revenues to local 
governments in Romania is regulated 
by Law 273/2006 on “Local Public 
Finance” and Title IX of the 
Romanian Fiscal Code (Law 
571/2003 and amendments).  As 
shown in the Figure 2, the largest 
single source of local government 
revenue (28 percent of the total) 
consists of earmarked grants for 
decentralized functions, the largest of 
which is funding for the payment of 
teachers salaries. Subventions, 
consisting of earmarked subsidies 
from sectoral ministries such as 
support for handicapped and 
abandoned children, fuel subsidies to 
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Box 1 How Equalization Funds are Distributed Among Localities within Each County 

 Within each county, equalization funds are distributed through a three step process. In the 
first step, funds are distributed to localities whose PIT revenues per capita are less than half the 
county average. The amount allocated to each such jurisdiction is based on the size of its fiscal gap in 
the previous year--the difference between its per capita revenues and the average for the county. No 
locality at this stage receives more than the amount sufficient to bring its per capita PIT revenues up 
to the county average. Any excess left over after all localities are brought up to the county average is 
distributed among all localities in the county in proportion to their population-weighted fiscal gap.  

 The third step in the allocation process is intended to encourage local revenue mobilization, 
Article 33, paragraph 4(f) of the local government finance law provides that equalization transfers will 
be reduced for any local government reporting a decline in revenue from local taxes, fees, rents and 
dues.  For each Leu that revenues from these sources declines, a Leu of equalization transfers is 
deducted. These deductions, if any, are pooled at the county level and added to the funds to be used 
for counterpart financing for externally financed projects.   

low income households, and capital projects, including those funded from the national 
development program, comprise another ten percent of total revenues.  

7. The vast majority of subnational governments’ discretionary revenues are derived from a 
somewhat complex system of tax sharing and equalization transfers. The primary source of 
revenues for the system is the personal income tax (PIT). This is administered by the central 
government at flat rate of 16%. Eighteen percent of the proceeds are retained by central 
government. Thirteen percent is distributed to counties on a derivation basis (according to the 
taxpayer’s place of work). Forty-seven percent is distributed to localities (i.e., second tier-
subnational governments) on derivation basis. The remaining 22 percent is allocated to counties 
on a derivation basis but is earmarked for equalization. As discussed below, these shares were 
slightly modified by an emergency ordinance enacted in June of this year.  

8. The share of the PIT earmarked for equalization is supplemented by an annual 
appropriation from the government budget. The annual appropriation2

on the basis of two factors: land area (30 percent) and ‘fiscal capacity (70 percent)’.
 is divided among counties 

3

9. For each county, the funds from the 22 percent (now 21 percent) share of the PIT and the 
county’s share the central government annual appropriation for equalization are combined into a 
consolidated pool. Twenty seven per cent of the consolidated pool is assigned to the county 
government. The rest is assigned to the localities within that county. Of this amount, twenty 
percent is allocated to capital works. (The allocation is determined by the county council and is 
used primarily to provide counterpart financing for externally financed projects.) The remaining 
80 percent is allocated among the localities within the county through an iterative, two stage 

  

                                                            
2  This amount is referred to as ‘sums from certain income from the state budget’ in the local finance law (Article 
33) and somewhat misleadingly, as ‘shares of the VAT’ in Treasury reports. In practice, the amount varies from year 
to year and is not tied to the yield of any particular tax.  
3 Fiscal capacity is determined by calculating a ‘fiscal gap’ for each county as the difference between the per capita 
PIT tax revenues of the county and the average for all counties, multiplied by the population of the county. Fiscal 
gaps are then aggregated for the country as a whole. Each county’s share of the aggregate fiscal gap determines its 
share of the annual appropriation.   
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process, intended to bring the per capita tax revenues of each locality up to the average level for 
its respective county. Details are described in Box 1.  

10. The provisions of this law have not always been scrupulously observed. In 2007 and 
2008, they were explicitly derogated. It is reported that while the rules governing the transfer of 
funds from the central government to the counties tend to be consistently observed, those 
governing transfers from counties to subordinate localities are not. 

11. Local taxes and fees accounted for only about 14 percent of total revenues in 2009. Local 
taxes consist primarily of property taxes on buildings and land, as well as a tax on motor 
vehicles. 4

12. The yield of the property tax is a function of four such factors.  

 As shown in Figure 3, property tax yields in Romania are equal to about 0.7 percent of 
GDP, according to Eurostat data. This falls within the midrange of other large EU countries, 
although it is considerably below the level of Bulgaria, the UK or France. This is not, 
presumably, because the value of real estate in Romania is proportionately lower than in Britain 
or France but because of the way the tax is administered.  

 The first is the completeness and accuracy of data on the physical characteristics of the 
tax base. Land parcels may be missing from the tax rolls, or be inaccurately measured. 
Data on improvements (e.g., buildings) may be missing, inaccurate, or out of date. 

  The second is the unit costs that 
are used to convert the data on 
physical characteristics into 
estimates of value. In Romania, 
Government regulations fix the 
unit costs of buildings, 
distinguishing construction 
materials, the presence of 
specific utilities and other 
characteristics. While these unit 
cost factors are revised annually, 
they may not reflect actual 
market values.  

 The third factor is the tax rate.  
For physical persons, the rate on 
buildings is fixed at 0.1% of the 
assessed value of the building. In 
the case of companies, the levy on buildings ranges from 0,25% to 1,50%, at the 

                                                            
4 Local governments also derive revenues from fees (e.g., advertisement fees, entertainment fees, temporary road use 
fees). Some are shared with county councils (e.g., planning licenses, building permits, business registration fees). 
Some are special fees and charges that either the local councils or county councils are allowed to establish and 
collect; e.g., late payment interest and fees, judicial stamps, stamp duties, extra-judicial stamp duties, sanitary-
veterinary fees, slaughter house fees, dog license fees, hunting and fishing fees, disease and pest control fees, 
nursery school fees, and other fees. 

Source:  IMF Govt Finance Statistics Yearbook 2009. Data are for 2007 
or 2008 depending on availability.    *excludes intermediate federal 
units (e.g. Lander) 
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discretion of the local council. In the case of land, the rate is imposed on a per hectare 
basis, distinguishing by use, location, and (in the case of non-agricultural land) class of 
locality.  In 2007, for example, the rate ranged from RON 127 per hectare in an outlying 
‘D’ zone in a class ‘V’ locality to RON 7,404 per hectare in a central ‘A’ zone of a class 
‘0’ locality.   

 The fourth factor is the collection rate—the proportion of the billed amount that is 
actually collected. In Romania, the estimated collection rate is about eighty percent.  

13. Efforts to increase property tax yields could logically focus on all four of these factors. A 
re-inventory of properties (particularly in fast growing urban areas) may be needed to update 
data on property characteristics. Unit cost factors may need to be adjusted to more accurately 
reflect market values. The tax rate (particularly on buildings owned by physical persons) may 
need to be increased. And measures may be required to improve collection efficiency. Specific 
recommendations on property tax reform are beyond the scope of this report. It should be noted, 
however, that efforts to focus solely on the ‘upstream’ stage of property tax administration, 
though politically less controversial, are likely to be expensive and may be futile. Property 
inventories tend to be politically innocuous. But if the new data on property characteristics is not 
converted into realistic estimates of market value, taxed at reasonable rates, and the resulting tax 
obligations actually collected, their impact on tax yields may be insignificant. Politically 
controversial measures—including increases in tax rates and crackdowns on delinquent 
taxpayers—may be required to significantly increase the yield of the property tax..  

14. Despite the modest yields of local taxes, as a whole, this system seems to work 
reasonably well. In providing centrally financed earmarked funds for teacher’s salaries, it ensures 
that all jurisdictions receive at least minimum level of funding for this key social service, 
regardless of their fiscal circumstances. (Proposed reforms in education funding are discussed 
below.) Local discretion over certain property tax rates (while limited) provides localities with 
some control over the level of discretionary revenues at the margin. The system of tax sharing 
and equalization transfers also makes sense. Like most European systems, it seems to be aimed 
at two goals. The first is to provide subnational governments with access to a broad based tax 
base.  This it does by giving all subnational governments (counties and localities, regardless of 
own-source income) access to the centrally administered personal income tax. The second is to 
reduce disparities in per capita revenues. This it does through the system of  equalization grants.  

15. Compared to other Eastern European countries, the extent of deliberate equalization 
among counties is remarkably small. While the equalization formulas flatten disparities among 
localities within a given county, they do little to flatten disparities among different counties. This 
might be a problem if subnational governments were financing major social expenditures from 
shared taxes and equalization grants; e.g., education, health care or social assistance. But they are 
not. So it isn’t. In any event, with the conspicuous exceptions of Bucharest and surrounding 
Ilfov, variations in per capita revenues among judets are not pronounced. As shown in Chart 4 
(next page) the per capita revenues of local governments—excluding earmarked subventions for 
education--ranged from RON 804 to RON 3300 in 2009. (Figures for localities are consolidated 
with those of their respective counties.) But excluding Bucharest and Ilfov, the standard 
deviation among judets was only RON 215, or twenty percent of the average. This presumably 
reflects the underlying uniformity of their tax bases. 
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16. The transfer system also meets the conventional requirements for transparency and 
objectivity. The distribution mechanism is specified by formulas and the formulas, while 
complicated, are explicitly specified. The variables they rely on—population, PIT revenues, land 
area—are presumably readily available and verifiable. The system also preserves central 
government control over the instruments of fiscal policy. The Government determines the 
amount of the annual equalization appropriation through the budget process. And it controls the 
rate of the PIT.   

 

Controlling personnel spending 
 

17.  Over the last six months, the 
Government has nevertheless made several 
proposals to adjust the system. These efforts 
are largely aimed at improving the efficiency 
of local spending and, most recently, reducing 
intergovernmental transfers and restraining 
local contractual borrowing and arrears. The 
first of these efforts, in late 2009, would have  
set service- and cost-standards for specific 
local services. This was quickly abandoned, 
apparently on grounds of practicality.  This 
was followed by an attempt to limit personnel 
spending by imposing controls on the use of 
intergovernmental transfers. The proposal 
would have set a ceiling on the proportion of 
the PIT and the equalization grant that can be 
used to pay wages. Ceilings would 
differentiate  by source (i.e., with one ceiling 
for the PIT and another for equalization 
grants) and by type of jurisdiction (county, 
municipality, town, commune) and size class. 
Thus  a commune with a population between 
3001-5000 would have one personnel ceiling 
(40% of revenues) for the PIT and another 
(15%) for its revenues from the equalization 
grant.  The proposal would also set floors for 
spending on development expenditures and 
‘other expenditures’.  

18. In the face of donor criticism, this was 
withdrawn and replaced by a proposal to 
establish targets for overall reductions in the 
wage bill of each jurisdiction. Specifically, it 

would have added a new Article 87 to the local government finance law, requiring subnational 

Source: Min of Public Finance, Romania Institute of Statistics. 
Data are for 2009.  *Figures exclude earmarked subventions 
for education 
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governments to reduce personnel spending over the period 2010-2015 according to a fixed 
schedule. The schedule, annexed to the amendment, would have established targets for annual 
reductions (in percentage terms) for each of the years 2010, 2011, and 2012.5

19. That proposal was then overtaken by events. In the spring of 2010 the Government 
announced its intention to reduce all government salaries by 25 percent, effective June 1. This 
reduction would apply to local governments as well as the central government. This alone would 
have been sufficient to achieve the proposed 2012 targets for all jurisdictions except those with 
personnel spending over 150 percent of median. As a result, the proposed Article 87 was 
withdrawn.

  For each year, the 
table set out different percentage targets depending on the level of personnel spending in the base 
year. Deeper, faster  reductions were required in jurisdictions with relatively high levels of 
personnel spending. Thus a locality with personnel spending below the median for its group in 
2009 would have been required to reduce personnel spending by three percent in 2010, nine 
percent in 2011, and 17 percent in 2012. A locality with personnel spending more than 150 of the 
median for its group would need to cut its personnel spending by eight percent in 2010; twenty 
percent in 2011 and 35 percent in 2012. The proposed amendments also provided for draconian 
penalties for non-compliance. Under  the proposed amendments to Articles 37 and 39 of the local 
government finance law, failure to comply with the required reductions in personnel spending 
could have resulted in a fine or  imprisonment from six months to five years. 

6

20.  The new emergency ordinance (much of which has now been incorporated as 
amendments to the local government finance law) instead imposes a set of absolute ceilings on 
staffing levels. Article III, paragraph 1,  of the new emergency ordinance sets out a staff ceiling 
for each type of jurisdiction and population size class. The ceilings are based on the current 
average number of employees in each group. For example the ceiling for communes with 
populations between 3001-5000 is based on the average for communes in that population size 
class: 19.

  

7

                                                            
5 The table would allow for different rates of reduction for different categories of subnational government  (county, 
municipality, town, commune) and within these categories by population size category, as well as separate ceilings 
for Bucharest and its districts. In the current version of the table, the rates for each group are identical. 

 The ceiling for cities with populations between 3001 and 5000 is based on the average 
of municipalities in that population size class: 44. (The ceiling excludes staff engaged in 
education, health and social assistance but includes political positions, such as that of the mayor.  
The ordinance also includes a complex formula for prorating the ceilings for any jurisdiction 
whose population deviates from the average for its particular status and size class.)  Additional 
staff are permitted in jurisdictions which have a community civil service register, a community 
police service, or are implementing projects financed from external grants (for the duration of the 
project).  

6 The Government has not yet decided whether the 25 percent wage reduction will be a one-time event—a 
temporary reduction after which salaries would revert to their former levels—or a more permanent drop. When the 
President announced the 25% cut, he stated that budget users--including local governments--would have the 
authority  to reduce staffing levels over the following seven months of 2010. If a budget user were able to reduce 
staffing by 25 percent over this period, in principle, it would be able to restore wages to their former levels at the 
start of 2011, while still reducing personnel costs by 25 percent. Given the constraints on the dismissal of staff, it is 
not clear that this option is achievable. 
7 See Appendix Tables 1.1-1.4 of the amended law 273/2006.  
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21. The staffing ceilings are to be imposed immediately. Paragraph 5 of Article III orders the 
finance officer (the ‘credit accountant’) of each jurisdiction to reduce the number of positions to 
match the ceilings and to dismiss the corresponding staff, within the terms permitted by law. 
Compliance with the ordinance is to be monitored by the prefects, who are charged with ensuring 
that the local governments under their supervision observe the ceilings on the number of 
positions and the level of staffing expenditures.. Prefects are also required to provide trimestral  
reports on each local government’s compliance with the ceilings to the Ministry of Finance, 
which must provide them electronically to the Ministry of Administration and Internal Affairs. 
(MAIA).  Failure to observe the ceilings on staffing numbers renders the local government 
authorities and the staff responsible for managing the wage bill to disciplinary, material, and 
criminal penalties. Specifically, failure to cut budgeted positions and reduce staff to match the 
ceilings is punishable by a fine of 10,000-40,000 Lei as well as penalties authorized by the 
government ordinance governing such offenses. More importantly, the treasury and its agents 
(the ‘general directorates of public finance’) are required to suspend  disbursements of statutory 
intergovernmental transfers--the subnational share of the PIT and the equalization grant--to any 
jurisdiction that is not in compliance, until such time as it can prove it is in compliance. 

22. Not surprisingly, local governments are reported to have complied with the letter, if not 
the spirit, of the ordinance. According to the MAIA, 1,800 local governments were found to have 
staffing levels in excess of the ceilings. Nearly all of the affected councils have now enacted 
resolutions reducing staffing levels to the required levels. This is expected to result in the 
elimination of 40,000-45,000 positions. These will not necessarily result in real reductions in 
spending,  however. It is reported much of the work formerly performed by these staff will now 
be performed by contractors—in many cases by the same individuals.  

23. Under the emergency ordinance, the ceiling on staffing numbers is to be supplemented by 
ceilings on personnel spending.  Article III, paragraph 4, of the ordinance requires the minister of 
administration and interior and the minister of public finance to set the maximum level of 
personnel expenditure in each jurisdiction, based on the thresholds established in the Law on 
Fiscal/Budget Responsibility (No. 69/2010), ‘taking into consideration’ the ceilings on staffing 
numbers described above. The value added by this component of the ordinance may be limited. 
The central government sets the base wage of all subnational government employees. Local 
government’s ability to cut personnel spending by reducing salaries--rather than reducing staff--
is therefore constrained. Localities do have some latitude in this regard, however. As noted in a 
recent World Bank report on public sector pay practices in Romania8

24. Overall, the Government’s attempt to control local government staffing and 
compensation is subject a number of criticisms. First, the argument that local governments spend 

, compensation packages 
typically include a wide range of allowances and bonuses which, to varying degrees, can be 
granted or withdrawn at local discretion. (According to the report, base salaries and mandatory 
social contributions constitute only 68 percent of local government personnel spending.) This 
discretion would be limited once the unitary pay law is implemented at the local level, however, 
as the law will incorporate most bonuses and allowances into the centrally determined base 
salary.  

                                                            
8 Public Sector Pay Practices in Romania: Overall Public Sector Trends and Detailed Analysis of Local 
Government Contract Employees, World Bank. March 2009.  
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too much on personnel (and, by implication,  too little on other categories of expenditure) has yet 
to be demonstrated.  The mere fact that some jurisdictions have more staff than others is not 
evidence that they are overstaffed. Moreover, it is not clear that the central government, acting 
only on the basis of personnel counts, has a better notion of local spending priorities than the 
local governments themselves. Forcing local governments with above-average staffing levels to 
cut staff is a somewhat blunt approach to establishment control. One might think that local 
governments, with more intimate knowledge of local conditions and priorities, would have a 
better notion of the tradeoff between spending on staffing and other economic categories of 
expenditure. 

25. Second, the administrative requirements of the legislation appear to be fairly onerous. As 
noted above, prefects are required to monitor compliance with the staffing ceilings. Failures to 
comply with the ceilings require a response from the Ministry of Finance, which is responsible 
for temporarily blocking intergovernmental transfers to the offending local governments. The 
fines and other penalties specified in the law will have to be enforced against the individuals 
responsible. Given the large number of jurisdictions that are now in violation of the ceilings, the 
administrative burden of implementing the ordinance will be considerable, at least at the outset. 
Suspending intergovernmental transfers may also be politically difficult. There is already some 

evidence that the Government been forced to take a 
more nuanced approach.     

26. Finally, in the context of the current crisis, it 
should be noted that the staffing reductions will do 
nothing to reduce the aggregate public sector 
deficit. The  Government does not pay the salaries 
of local employees (other than teachers, as noted 
earlier). Central government transfers to local 

governments are instead based on fixed shares of the PIT and the annual equalization allocation.  
Under these circumstances, reducing local personnel spending merely frees subnational 
governments to spend more on other categories of expenditure. In evaluating its next moves, the 
Government will have to consider its objectives in attempting to control local personnel 
spending. If the Government’s aim is to reduce the deficit, it would be better advised to reduce 
the share of the PIT allocated to subnational governments or reduce the equalization allocation. 

Reducing intergovernmental transfers  

 
27. The new emergency ordinance makes a tentative step in this direction. Under the 
ordinance, the percentage of the personal income tax (PIT) that is shared with subnational 
governments would decline slightly. As shown in Table 1, the total percent shared with 
subnational governments would drop from 82 percent to 77 percent, with cuts in the respective 
shares of each tier of subnational government.  (An earlier version of the ordinance would have 
dropped it to 65%.) Metropolitan Bucharest would also see its share cut from 82 percent to 77 
percent, with proportionate cuts in the share of the City government, the districts, and the intra-
metropolitan equalization mechanism.  As the PIT accounts for half of local government 
revenues (excluding earmarked grants for teachers salaries, etc.) this would have a small but 

Table 1 Proposed change in PIT sharing (%) 
 now Proposed 
Lower tier (communes, 
etc.) 

47 44 

Counties  13 12 
Equalization fund 22 21 
 subtotal 82 77 
Retained by central gov’t 18 23 
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perceptible impact, reducing them, on average, by about three  percent (over what they would 
otherwise have been).  

28. Should the level of transfers be cut further? It is difficult to say. Many of the new 
member states of the EU have attempted to determine the ‘right’ level of local resources. Some  
have attempted to define the right level of local government spending by defining physical norms 
for each of the services provided by local governments and calculating the cost of achieving 
them. (As noted earlier, the first iteration of the proposed reforms in Romania would have taken 
this approach.) But this approach is difficult to implement with any degree of accuracy or 
fairness. Many of the functions performed by local governments are difficult to cost out.  (How 
much should it cost to maintain streets? What is the right level of subsidies for garbage 
collection?) Moreover, the cost of meeting a given norm, even if it could be defined, varies 
widely among jurisdictions 

29. As a result, arguments over the correct level of local resources often rely on international 
comparisons.  In fiscal terms, the scale of subnational government spending in Romania is close 
to the median for larger European countries.  As shown in Figure 5, subnational spending  
(including both counties and localities) equaled 9.8 percent of GDP in 2008, in the midrange of 
the comparator countries.9

subnational level (however 

 International comparisons are distorted by differences in the 
functional responsibilities of local governments, however. Countries that assign education to the 

limited the local role may 
be) tend to have higher 
levels of subnational 
spending than those that do 
not. The same is true, to a 
smaller extent, for health 
and social protection. 
Controlling for this factor—
i.e., excluding subnational 
spending on education, 
health, and social protection 
from the comparison—
again places Romania 
squarely in the middle. 
Subnational spending on 
functions other than 

education, health, and social assistance, was equivalent to about 5.8  percent of GDP in 2008 
(and roughly the same proportion in 2009). As shown in Figure 3, this again places Romania 
within the midrange of other large European comparator countries—where the proportion ranges 
from 3.6 percent (Germany, excluding the German states) and 9 percent (the Netherlands.)  

                                                            
9 To ensure comparability among countries, the data for Romania is taken from the IMF Government Finance 
Statistics data base, rather than from the original MOF sources. Data on subnational fiscal data from the Ministry of 
Public Finance suggests that the figure was somewhat lower in 2009.  

Source: IMF Govt Finance Statistics Yearbook 2009. Data are for 2007 or 2008 
depending on availability. *excludes intermediate federal units (e.g., Lander) 

t
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30. This does not, of course, suggest that the level of resources allocated to subnational 
governments is exactly right. International comparisons do not reflect best practices, but rather 
the outcome of years, if not decades, of political compromises. In the absence of evidence that 
local functions are less important than those of the central government or that they are performed 
less efficiently, the case for reducing the central government transfers to municipalities has yet to 
be made. 

Controlling local debt 
 

31. A third issue addressed by the emergency ordinance is the system of debt controls. 
Following on recent reforms in controls over contractual borrowing, the emergency ordinance 
explicitly attempts to rein in local arrears.  

32. Chapters IV-VI (Articles 61-74) of the existing law set out the current rules for local 
government borrowing. They authorize local councils of all types to contract short, medium or 
long term debt, both domestic and foreign,  to ‘implement public investments of local interest’ or 
refinance local public debt.10

33. The ceiling may nevertheless still be too high. For the reasons described earlier, 
Romanian local governments have virtually no control over their revenues, which depend on the 
fortunes of the PIT base and the Government equalization allocation. They have little control 
over their largest recurrent spending obligation--personnel costs--due to central government 
controls over wage levels. (They will have even less once the uniform wage law in 
implemented.) As a result, debt service equal to thirty percent of revenues could be dangerous. A 
small drop in revenues could leave a local government unable to meet its obligations. It is 
conceivable that a local government could adjust to a decline in revenues by cutting expenditures 
on items other than personnel and debt service—e.g., small capital works or goods and services. 
But it is not clear that many localities have this option. The Government may therefore want to  
consider lowering the ceiling on borrowing. The Government could also consider adding 
additional ceilings. The recent FAD report on fiscal discipline in Romania 

 The law specifies that such loans constitute general obligations of 
the local jurisdiction and must be repaid from own source revenues—a term which includes 
locally administered taxes and shares of the PIT, but excludes earmarked transfers (such as for 
teachers’ salaries) and revenues from the equalization allocation. Until 2008 the debt ceiling 
specified by the law was extremely liberal. It specified that  debt service (including debt service 
on existing and proposed debt) could not exceed 30 percent of revenues. The term ‘revenues’, in 
this case, referred to projected revenues (over the debt repayment period)  and was therefore 
subject to unwarranted optimism on the part of the prospective borrower. As of January 2008, 
the definition of revenue was changed. Revenues are now defined as the average of annual own 
source revenues over the previous three years. In reflecting verifiable historical data, the 
definition of the ceiling is now considerably more conservative.  

11

                                                            
10 The law does make provisions for short term loans from the Treasury to cover cash flow deficits, but imposes 
tight restrictions on such lending and provides remedies in case of default. The amount of the loan cannot exceed 
five percent of projected annual revenues and must be payable by the close of the year. Any outstanding principal at 
the close of the year can be deducted at source by the Ministry of Public Finance.  

 recommends that 

11 IMF Fiscal Affairs Dept. Romania: Further Strengthening General Government Fiscal Discipline April 2010 
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the government consider adding a ceiling on the total stock of debt (as a percent of revenues) 
and/or a ceiling based on the prospective borrower’s operating surplus. 

34. The control of contractual debt is not addressed in the emergency ordinance. The 
emergency ordinance  instead focuses on another form of debt: arrears.12

35. At present, the amount of local arrears is not large in absolute terms. Even the aggregate 
is a small percentage of GDP. Overdue payments totaled RON 1.88 billion as of June 30, 2010, 
or  0.36 percent of GDP.

  

13

36. How widespread is the problem? While the absolute level of overdue payments is not 
large, the problem is widespread. As of June 30, 2010, a total of 1,561—or about half of all local 
governments—had outstanding payments at least one day overdue.

 While the total amount grew in real terms between December 2009 
and June 2010, the overall level in June 2010 was eight percent less than at December 30, 2008.  
The problem presented by outstanding payments is therefore not on a macroeconomic scale; the 
failure of local governments to meet their obligations will not cause widespread bankruptcies 
among suppliers or threaten the financial system.  But the persistence of overdue payments is 
indicative of poor financial management at the local level—poor budget planning, project vetting 
and financial planning, as well as payment indiscipline. And it presents an immediate problems 
due to certain stipulations in Emergency Ordinance 63.   

14

37. Who is to blame? In principle, one might assume that exogenous factors are at least partly 
to blame for the persistence of overdue payments. Local governments in Romania live in a fiscal 
straightjacket. As noted earlier, the vast majority of their revenues are derived from 
intergovernmental transfers. Other than subventions for teachers’ salaries, these consist largely 
of fixed shares of the personal income tax (PIT) of which roughly half is distributed on the basis 

 A total of 1,046 had  
payments over ninety days overdue. In a relatively small number of cases, the levels of overdue 
payments would clearly be difficult to pay off. Assuming that: (1) the level of each local 
government’s overdue  payments remains at its June 30, 2010 level at the end of 2010 and (2)  its 
total revenues in 2010 are exactly double its revenues in the first six months of the year, 279 
local governments would end the year with overdue payments equal to at least 15 percent of 
revenues; 144 with overdue payments equal to at least 25 percent of revenues, and 33 with 
overdue payments equal to at least 50 percent of revenues. In a significant number of cases, the 
provisions of the local government bankruptcy law would be triggered. A total of 164 local 
governments would find themselves in financial distress on January 1--meaning that their arrears 
alone would equal at least fifteen percent of their revenues. In 54 cases, arrears would equal or 
exceed 50 percent of revenues. 

                                                            
12 In Romanian parlance, the term ‘arrears’ refers to accounts payable ninety or more days overdue. As the  
Government is concerned with all overdue payments—including those that are less than ninety days overdue—the 
latter is the focus of this section. Note that  while the recent amendments to the local finance law apply to the 
broader definition (all overdue payments)  the provisions for municipal bankruptcy, carried over from the previous 
version of the law, apply to the narrower one.   
13 The figure for overdue payments excludes hidden arrears, i.e., obligations for works completed which have not 
been invoiced. As discussed below, contractors typically refrain from submitting invoices when they know they 
have no prospect of being paid, since they have to pay the VAT as soon as they issue an  invoice.  

14 Note also that levels of outstanding payments in midyear may not indicate levels at the end of the year, as  local 
governments tend to pay invoices as the end of the year approaches. 
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of origin and the remainder through a complex equalization process, supplemented by annual 
allocations from the state budget. Local governments are therefore vulnerable to fluctuations in 
their principal source of revenues and have limited fiscal instruments with which to respond. On 
the expenditure side, local governments face considerable fixed commitments--principally 
wages, whose levels are fixed by the central government. But there is no evidence that levels of 
overdue payments are associated with changes in revenues. (Revenues in the first semester of 
2010, on an annualized basis, were about five percent higher than in all of 2009.) Cross sectional 
analysis of a sample of local governments, moreover, shows no correlation between dependence 
on transfers or levels of personnel spending and fiscal distress. Under identical exogenous 
circumstances, some local governments run up arrears and others do not.15

38. Instead, the explanation seems to lie in a long-standing habit of excessive optimism on 
the part of local governments, which prompts them to overestimate revenues in the year ahead, 
authorize expenditures and sign contracts for works that they cannot pay for, and then run up 
arrears when the bill comes due. According to a recent consultant report

 

16

39. This practice largely affects private suppliers of goods and works, rather than central 
government agencies or the banking sector. According to data for June, 2010,  the vast majority 
of overdue payments (93 percent) are owed to suppliers, as opposed to the central government (3 
percent), personnel (2 percent), or financial institutions (0.2 percent).  

, overestimation of 
budget revenues is widespread. In 2009, actual revenues were at least ten percent below the 
amounts originally budgeted in about one-third of all cases. In 2010 (based on revenue data to 
date) that proportion will increase to 42 percent.   

40. Arrears to construction companies Available MPF data does not provide a 
detailed breakdown of the nature of the suppliers to whom the payments are overdue. Survey 
data combined with field cases suggest that they fall into two groups.17

                                                            
15 Based on a comparison of twenty large local governments with large overdue payments and twenty large local 
governments without large levels of overdue payments.  Because the  sample size is small, the conclusions should be 
viewed with caution. 

 The first consists of 
overdue payments to private construction companies. Field visits suggest that, starting in 2006 
(in the optimistic spirit preceding  EU accession) and continuing through the electoral campaign 
of 2008, a large number of projects were proposed by  local governments to visiting politicians 
and ‘approved’ by sectoral ministries, the most common being the ministries responsible for 
regional development, environment, education, and transport. The explicitness of the financial 
commitments incorporated in these agreements varied. In some cases, the  overall size of the 
project and its cost-sharing arrangements appear to have been clearly established.  Cost sharing 
arrangements for projects financed under the communal roads and water infrastructure program 
(HG 577/1997) were reportedly explicit, for example. Others seem to have been launched on the 

16 F. Neagu. “Investigation of Local Government Overdue Payments”  Dec. 14, 2010. 
17 The survey was sent to 30 local governments, accounting for 47 percent of the overall overdue payments as of 
December 2009. The total amount of reported arrears to suppliers as of September 30, 2010, was RON 702 million, 
or forty percent of the total amount of overdue payments to suppliers shown in the comprehensive data reported by 
the MPF for June 30, 2010. Of this amount, 52 percent were owed for the purchase of ‘non-financial assets’ of 
which works comprised  70% and ‘other’ most of the reminder. The remaining 42 percent was owed for the 
purchase of goods and services, of which purchases of water and heating services constituted 85 percent and ‘other’ 
most of the remainder. The figures from the survey should be interpreted cautiously, however. Some forms were 
returned incomplete and sub-totals did not always match totals. 
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basis of vague promises. In most of the cases investigated for this report, the sectoral ministry 
paid for a feasibility study. But in no case were there multi-year commitments on the part of a 
sectoral ministry. Local governments nevertheless proceeded to sign contracts with construction 
companies, obligating them (the local governments) to pay the full amount of the contract. 

41. Construction then commenced. And the trouble began. While both the local governments 
and the sectoral ministries typically provided funding during the first year of construction, 
funding fell off thereafter. The local governments investigated for this report claimed that the 
sectoral ministries failed to provide the funding they had promised. Several presented figures 
showing the amounts they had been invoiced by the construction firms, the amounts they had 
paid, and the amounts contributed by the relevant sectoral ministry. In some cases, these 
demonstrated that the share contributed by the sectoral ministry fell short of what had been 
ostensibly promised. But they also showed that the share that was to have been contributed by 
the local government from its own revenues fell short as well.  

42. Construction typically continued even after payments ceased, although the construction 
companies later refrained from submitting invoices, as the submission of an invoice triggers a 
VAT obligation and the contractors saw no prospect of being paid in the immediate future. 
Eventually, the contractors suspended work altogether, often leaving uncompleted works: 
sewage collection networks without sewage treatment plants, wells and pipelines with no pumps, 
etc. In some cases, the contractors have sued the local government--but not always.  When not 
fending off lawsuits, local governments spent their time beseeching their sectoral ministry 
partners for funds, which was released in dribs and drabs, but never enough to forestall the 
accumulation of overdue payments.  

43. Arrears to municipal utilities A second major category of overdue payments 
consists of local governments’ obligations to their own district heating companies. (This is a 
problem of larger towns, as smaller ones do not have district heating.) The operating costs of 
district heating companies are financed from three sources: local government subsidies, central 
government fuel subsidies, and tariff revenues. Local governments have the authority to set their 
own tariff levels, subject to approval by the regulatory authorities. Judging from the towns 
investigated for this report,  local governments are in the habit of setting their tariff levels as a 
residual—after estimating the amount of operating costs that will be covered by local and central 
government subsidies. The level of local subsidies, in turn, is predicated on the assumption that 
the central government will finance 45 percent of fuel costs.  The Government, however, is under 
no obligation to do so. The relevant legislation merely fixes the maximum amount of the 
Government subsidy at 45 percent. It sets no minimum.  

44. The Government cut funding for fuel subsidies in 2010. The local governments 
investigated for this report did not compensate by increasing their own budget contributions or 
by increasing tariffs. Instead, they ran up arrears to their district heating companies. The 
companies, however, are not in a position to run up arrears to their principal suppliers: the power 
companies. Both the natural gas company and the electric  generation companies are largely in 
private hands. Under these circumstances, it is not clear how the heating companies are covering 
their operating costs.  
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45. Over the long term, the Government intends  to eliminate the central government fuel 
subsidy entirely and to encourage local governments to eliminate their own budget subsidies as 
well. The resulting loss in revenues would be offset by:  (1) increased tariffs and (2) increases in 
targeted  heating subsidies to low income households. Legislation to this effect has not yet  been 
enacted. For 2011, the Government will therefore allocate funding for both the fuel subsidy and 
the targeted subsidy. Presumably, the fuel subsidy will again be less than 45 percent.  

46. Solutions The new emergency ordinance addresses the arrears problem in a number 
of ways. First, it requires local governments to balance their budgets,  not only at the formulation 
stage but also in budget execution.  A new paragraph 14 in Article 49 then requires local 
governments to end the budget year with a balanced budget. To achieve this end, subnational 
governments are required to revise their budgets during the budget year if revenues fall short of 
expectations or expenditures exceed them. ‘Expenditures’ are defined to include arrears carried 
over from the previous year.  

47. The ordinance also calls for various procedural reforms. This first is a change in the 
format of the budget. This is intended to  prevent local governments from underfunding recurrent 
expenditures in order to undertake capital works. To this end, it introduces the concept of the 
‘operating section’ and the ‘development section’ of the budget. As shown in Table 2, the 
operating section includes, on the revenue side, all recurrent revenues, includes recurrent 
transfers, taxes, and fees. On the expenditure side, it includes all recurrent expenditures, 
including salaries, equipment and supplies, and debt service (including both interest and 
principal repayment).  The development section, on the receipts side, includes proceeds from the 
sale of assets, capital grants, and transfers from the current account for the purpose of financing 
capital investment. On the expenditure side, it includes capital works of various kinds.  

48. Local governments are permitted to allocate surpluses from the operating section to 
finance expenditures in the development section only if they have fully ensured that sufficient 
funds are available to pay for projected expenditures in the operating section. If, on the other 
hand, the operating section is in deficit during the course of budget execution, the local 
government is required to revise its budget, reducing allocations for recurrent expenditures 
(except for those subject to legal commitments). If this fails to eliminate the deficit in the 
recurrent section, the local government is required to transfer the required amounts from the 
development section.18 Under article 49, new paragraphs 12 and 13, the local finance officer19

                                                            
18 For expository purposes, this description somewhat oversimplifies the legislation. Rather than referring to ‘local 
government’, the legislation designates the specific  offices within the local government which would be responsible 
for various actions; e.g., ‘the main credit accountant’,  ‘the authorities of the local public administration’, etc.  

 is 
required to report on the current status of both sections, each quarter, in a public session of the 
local council. As noted above, the council is to analyze these reports and adopt a rectified 
budget, if required, in order to ensure that at the end of the year, the consolidated budget is 
higher than the sum of consolidated expenditures.  (Article 49, paragraph 14). Under article 49,  
paragraph 15, the court of accounts is required to audit all local governments to confirm their 
compliance with these stipulations. Failure to comply with paragraphs 12-14, as well as with 
limitations on the transfer of funds from the operational section to the development section 
renders the responsible parties subject to a fine of between 10, 000 and 50,000 Lei. 

19 “Main credit applicant’, in Romanian parlance. 
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49. The emergency ordinance also explicitly addresses the propensity of local governments 
to overestimate revenues. A new paragraph in Article 14 stipulates that if actual collections from 
own source revenues are less than 97 percent of the budgeted amounts for two years running, the 
figure for the upcoming year can be no greater than the actual collections in the year previous. 
(The ministries of public administration and public finance are instructed to establish the 
methodology for making this calculation. Inter alia, it will have to determine how ‘actual 
collections in the previous year’ are to be determined in the midst of a budget cycle that begins 
well before the ‘previous year’ ends.) The law also prohibits local finance officers from making 
new legal (contractual) commitments until all outstanding obligations from the previous years 
have been met. (Article 14, paragraph (8). In addition, the law specifically prohibits local 
government from contracting or guaranteeing loans, if at the time they request the endorsement 
of the commission for the authorization of local loans, they have outstanding accounts payable at 
the close of the previous year or deficits in the operating section in the year prior to the request. 
(Exceptions are allowed for loans intended to provide counterpart funding for EU finance 
projects and for jurisdictions engaged in the sanctioned bankruptcy process.) The law, finally, 
requires multi-year financing contracts for all co-financed development projects, to be ‘based 
upon criteria proposed by the authorizing officer of the relevant ministry’ and specifying the total 
project value, its duration, and the amount to be contributed by the state budget each year  (with 
implementation periods not to exceed three years). 20

 

  

                                                            
20 According to the transitional section of Emergency Ordinance 63, this provision (the amended article 34) is go 
into effect on January 1, 2011. The MAIA is interpreting this to mean that since the article  does not go into effect 
until January 1, 2011, the provision requiring multi-year financing contracts to be concluded within 90 days after 
entry into force of the emergency ordinance implies a deadline of March 31. 

Table 2 Definition of Budget Sections 
 Purpose Revenues Expenditures 
Operational 
section 

Finance current 
expenditure 

Taxes and  fees, including 
income from self-financed 
enterprises,  and central 
government subsidies for 
recurrent expenditure, less 
transfers to the development 
section 

Personnel, goods and services, 
debt service (incl. repayment of 
principal) social assistance, other 
recurrent expenditures)  

Development 
section 

Expenditure related to 
the implementation of 
development policies at 
the national, regional, 
and … local levels 

Central government subsidies 
and grants for capital 
expenditure, EU grants, 
transfers from the operating 
section 

Capital expenditures (including 
projects financed from EU grants) 
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50. The intent of these measures is commendable. Ever-increasing levels of local arrears can 
lead to pressures for central government bailouts, exacerbating the Government’s fiscal 
difficulties. Like the controls on staffing numbers, however, the legislation imposes a 
considerable administrative burden, particularly on the prefects, the regional directorates of 
finance, and the court of accounts. Prefects, in conjunction with the regional directorates of 
finance, would have to monitor compliance with the provisions governing the transfer of funds 
between budget sections throughout the year. The court of accounts would have to monitor  
compliance with the end-of-year balanced budget requirement. Penalties against infractions 
would have to be enforced. The Treasury would have to reject new spending commitments if 
arrears are not cleared. 

51. Two factors lessen this burden somewhat. The first is Romania’s use of a single treasury 
account to manage all local government financial transactions. The second is the widespread use 
of electronic media to transfer data. Data on local government revenues and expenditures is 
therefore readily available in real time at the Treasury. Nevertheless, decisions on enforcement 
will inevitably require a human touch. It seems unlikely, for example, that the Government 
would permit the Treasury to reject new expenditure commitments from every single locality 
with an outstanding stock of accounts payable. Under these circumstances, there is some risk that 
the provisions of the ordinance—if they do not overwhelm the government’s administrative 
capacity entirely--would be enforced on discretionary basis.     

52. In the short term, the ordinance should certainly be given a chance to work.  Over the 
longer term, the Government might consider measures that rely less on administrative procedures 
and more on the self-interest of contractors and suppliers. It takes two parties to run up arrears—
a local government and its creditors. While local governments have an inherent incentive to 
delay paying for goods and services as long as they are able to, creditors are likely to cease 
supplying goods and services if they are not paid for them.21

53. In Romania, as noted earlier, arrears to the public sector do not appear to be a problem. 
Instead, most of the arrears are owed to private suppliers of goods, and most importantly, of 
works. Under these circumstances, it would appear that the Government could prevent the 
growth of local government arrears by simply refusing to bail either party out; requiring local 
governments and their creditors to resolve their arrears on their own, through   a combination of 
mutually agreed debt forgiveness, rescheduling, and stepped up levels of repayment.  The 
process of reaching can be facilitated, if necessary, though the bankruptcy procedure provided in 
law (described in Box 2). In principle, such a no-bailout policy should discourage both local 
government borrowers and private sector lenders from extending credit to jurisdictions that lack 
the wherewithal to repay it. If the administrative procedures specified in the emergency 
ordinance prove unworkable, this option may bear consideration.  

 As a result, arrears are, in principle,  
self limiting. They tend to be a problem only in situations where creditors are unable or 
unwilling to cease doing business with delinquent customers. In many countries, they therefore  
tend to take the form of arrears to entities of the central government--payroll taxes owed to the 
department of tax administration,  social insurance contributions owed to health and pension 
funds, or electricity bills owed to Government-owned power companies (which are under 
pressure not to cut off service). 

                                                            
21 Alternatively, they may inflate prices to compensate for expected delays in payment. 
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Box 2 Provisions for Fiscal Distress 

 The Romanian local government finance law includes specific provisions for subnational 
governments that fail to pay their bills.  It sets out two levels of  intervention, depending upon the local 
government’s degree of financial distress. The first, termed ‘financial crisis’ exists if: (1) accounts 
payable over 90 days in arrears account more than 15 percent of the budget or (2) if salaries are over 
90 days overdue. If either of these conditions exists, the law requires the mayor to convene the local 
council which must then authorize the mayor, together with public finance directorate of the county 
and the local office of the court of accounts to draw up a plan of financial recovery. Although the plan 
must be submitted to the council for approval, if the council fails to do so within three working days, 
the plan goes into effect anyway. The local office of the court of accounts  is charged with overseeing 
its implementation.  

 The second level of  distress, termed insolvency, exists if accounts payable over 120 days in 
arrears account for more than 50% of the budget or salaries are more than 120 days overdue. Such 
cases are referred to a court of law. There, a judge appoints an administrator, who prepares, in 
collaboration with the local office of the court of accounts, a plan for insolvency recovery. This is 
submitted to the local council for approval and, if adopted, becomes compulsory for both the mayor 
and council. If not adopted, the judge is authorized to appoint an administrator to assume the attributes 
of the mayor. (If the plan is approved by the council but not implemented, the same remedy may be 
applied.)  

 This sort of fiscal distress procedure is similar to existing models in Latvia, Slovakia, and 
Hungary. It remains to be seen how effective it is. (The process has been used only sparingly in 
Hungary.) Presumably its effectiveness will depend upon the degree of political backing enjoyed by 
the local office of court of accounts (in the case of fiscal distress) and by the court-appointed 
administrator (in the case of insolvency). It is encouraging that the law is fairly explicit, in the case of 
insolvency, in authorizing the administrator to, in effect, dismiss the mayor and take over the reins of 
local government. This is the only measure that seems to have worked in the cases of Washington and 
New York
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This map was produced by the Map Design Unit of The World Bank.  
The boundaries, colors, denominations and any other information
shown on this map do not imply, on the part of The World Bank
Group, any judgment on the legal status of any territory, or any
endorsement or acceptance of such boundaries.
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